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Abstract

This paper proposes a family of replication protocols based on group communication in order to address
some of the concerns expressed by database designers
regarding existing replication solutions. Due to these
concerns, current database systems allow inconsistencies and often resort to centralized approaches, thereby
reducing some of the key advantages provided by replication. The protocols presented in this paper take advantage of the semantics of group communication and
use relaxed isolation guarantees to eliminate the possibility of deadlocks, reduce the message overhead, and
increase performance. A simulation study shows the
feasibility of the approach and the exibility with which
dierent types of bottlenecks can be circumvented.

1 Introduction

Replication is often seen as a mechanism to increase
availability and performance in distributed databases.
Most of the work done in this area, which we will
refer to as traditional replication protocols, is on synchronous and update everywhere protocols based on
1-copy-serializability 4], whereby an object must appear as one logical copy and the execution of concurrent transactions is coordinated so that it is equivalent
to a serial execution over the logical copy. Unfortunately, very few of the ideas proposed along these lines
are currently used in commercial products. There is a
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strong belief among database designers that such solutions are not feasible due to performance and scalability problems: the probability of deadlocks is directly proportional to the third power of the number
of nodes in the system, serializability is often considered too restrictive even in a centralized database, and
the message and logging overhead is extremely high,
leading to resource contention and long transaction response times 8]. These considerations have lead current products to use asynchronous and primary copy
replication instead 7, 14]. Asynchronous protocols
propagate updates only after the transaction has committed, which decreases the response time but introduces data inconsistencies. Primary copy approaches
centralize updates in a single copy, which eliminates
concurrent updates but introduces a single point of
failure. While this approach may be criticized, some
of the arguments against traditional research solutions
are justi ed, especially from the point of view of commercial products where performance often takes precedence over any other consideration.
In view of the gap between theory and practice,
the question that needs to be addressed is whether it
is possible to design synchronous, update everywhere
protocols that do not su er from the drawbacks outlined above. We believe that the answer lies in a
tighter integration between transaction management
and the underlying communication system. Following some initial work in this direction 1, 3, 15, 17],
the idea is to exploit group communication 6] to push
down in the software hierarchy the more basic functions, thereby avoiding some of the performance limitations of current solutions. In addition, the proposed
protocols also take into consideration the fact that
databases usually provide a range of consistency levels, commonly much less restrictive than those considered in traditional approaches. The family of protocols
presented can thus be easily integrated in current sys-

tems, provide reasonable performance, and the same
transactional semantics found in centralized systems.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the system model. Section 3 presents replication protocols with di erent isolation levels. Section 4
addresses fault-tolerance. Section 5 presents a performance evaluation. Section 6 summarizes the results.

2 Model

A distributed database consists of a number of
nodes, N , that communicate via message passing, and
a number of objects, X . Objects are accessed by executing transactions. We assume a fully replicated
system, i.e., all nodes have copies of exactly the same
objects. The components of interest in our context are
the communication system, the transaction manager
and the concurrency and replica control.

2.1 Communication Model

Group communication primitives 10, 6] are used
according to the following notation. A node N broadcasts/sends a message to all nodes of a group. After
the reception of a message at N , the message is delivered when the order is determined and the delivery
guarantees are ful lled. Of all the possible semantics
of group communication, we are interested in the ordering and atomicity of message delivery and group
maintenance. Regarding ordering of messages, we distinguish a basic service (no ordering guarantees) and
a total order service (same total order at all sites).
In regard to atomicity we consider atomic delivery (a
message is delivered only when there is a guarantee it
will be delivered at all sites) and non-atomic delivery
where we only assume that a message sent between two
correct nodes will eventually be delivered. Note that
our notion of atomicity is related to the \uniformity"
problem in that it encompasses all processes, not only
the correct ones 16]. Failure detection is provided by
the group maintenance services, which will exclude a
failed node from the group. Before a group change
becomes visible to the application (here the database
system), the members of the new group coordinate the
delivery of pending messages from a failed node providing the required atomicity level. In particular, if a
node might have delivered an atomic message before
its failure, the message must be delivered at all nodes
before the group change becomes active.
From a performance point of view, the di erent semantics di er in the message overhead and delivery
delays, with basic message order su ering from less
delays than total order and non-atomic delivery requiring less messages than atomic delivery.

2.2 Transaction and Concurrency Models

A transaction T is a partial order of read r (X )
and write w (X ) operations. Transactions are executed atomically, i.e., a transaction either commits, c ,
or aborts, a , the results of all its operations 4]. Two
operations conict if they are from di erent transactions, access the same object and at least one of them
is a write. In order to guarantee correct executions,
transactions with conicting operations must be isolated from each other. For this purpose, di erent levels of isolation are used 9]. The di erent levels are a
trade-o between correctness and performance in an
attempt to maximize the degree of concurrency by reducing the conict pro le of transactions.
In most systems, locking protocols are used to implement isolation levels. Before accessing an object,
a transaction acquires a read or a write lock on the
object. There may not be two locks for conicting operations active on an object at the same time. Since
write locks can not be released until commit time for a
variety of reasons (mainly for recovery purposes), the
only possibility to reduce the conict pro le of a transaction is to release read locks as early as possible or to
not get read locks at all. Serializability is commonly
implemented using strict 2-phase-locking (2PL): both
read and write locks are kept until the end of the transaction (EOT). Cursor stability places a lock on an item
as long as an SQL cursor is positioned on that item,
but the lock is released as soon as the cursor moves on.
This may lead to non-repeatable reads. To avoid lost
updates, read locks are released only if the transaction
does not write to that item. Snapshot isolation eliminates read locks by forcing transactions to \read from
the log", instead of from the data items themselves.
Hence, conicts can only be detected between write
operations and some read/write anomalies might occur. Finally, we also use a hybrid protocol in which 2PL
is used for update transactions while read-only transactions use snapshot isolation. This protocol guarantees serializability but update transactions and queries
must be identi ed in advance.
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2.3 Replica Control Model

For simplicity, we use a version of the all available
copies approach 4]. A transaction Ti invoked at a
node N is said to be local to N . For other nodes,
Ti is a remote transaction. All read operations of Ti
are performed on the local copies of N . The write
operations are deferred until all read operations have
been executed and a description of the set of write
operations, W Si , is bundled into a single message and
broadcast to the group (including the local node).
We exploit the total order provided by the com-

The lock manager of each node N coordinates the operation requests of the transactions as follows:
1. A local transaction T makes a read request r (X ): if there is no write lock on X , then grant the lock, else wait until
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the lock can be granted.
A local transaction Ti makes a write request wi (X ): defer the write operation until Ti has submitted all operations.
A local transaction Ti has submitted all operations: form the write set WSi and send it using the total order service.
Upon delivery of WSi, process it in an atomic step:
a. Request for each object X where 9wi (X ) 2 WSi a write lock:
i. If there is a granted read lock rj (X ) and the write set WSj of Tj has not yet been delivered, abort Tj and
grant wi (X ). If WSj has already been sent, then broadcast aj using the basic service. Later N itself will
ignore both the WSj and aj messages.
ii. If there is another write lock on X or all read locks on X are from transactions whose write sets have already
been delivered, then wait until all other locks are released and the new lock can be granted.
iii. If there is no other lock on X , then grant the lock.
b. If Ti is a local transaction, broadcast ci using the basic service.
Upon delivery of ci : wait until all operations of Ti have been executed, then commit Ti and release all locks.
Upon delivery of ai : undo all operations already executed and release all locks (granted and waiting ones).

Figure 1: Replication protocol guaranteeing serializability
munication system in order to decide on the order of
essary locks (aborting any conicting readers, see beconicting transactions. This concept of ordering is
low), thus guaranteeing that conicting transactions
at the core of the replication mechanism. Upon delivare executed in the same order at all sites.
ery of the write set W S , T will only start the exeTo avoid deadlocks in the case of read/write concution of an operation on an object X after all conicts the algorithm aborts read operations when conicting operations of previous transactions have been
icting write operations arrive. It is necessary to give
executed. This is done by handling the lock requests
write operations priority over read operations because
within W S as a single step before processing the next
read operations are only known locally but write opwrite set. This, however, does not imply that transacerations are executed globally. In this protocol, the
tions are processed sequentially. Non conicting opexecution of a transaction T requires two messages.
erations of di erent transactions can be executed in
One for the write set and a second with the decision
parallel. Note that, with this approach, deadlocks
to abort or commit, since only the owner of T knows
due to write/write conicts are avoided entirely. Since
about the read operations of T and, therefore, about
the write sets are delivered at all nodes in the same
a possible abort of T . The \causal and atomic bcast
order, single object deadlocks cannot occur. Furtherbased protocol" of 17] has similar behavior although
more, deadlocks involving two or more objects are also
with a more complex message exchange.
avoided because the write locks of a transaction are re3.2 Cursor Stability (CS)
quested within a single step. Thus, one of the main
Cursor stability can be used to avoid having to
concerns regarding replication is avoided by bundling
abort
readers when writers arrive by using short read
write operations and relying on the communication to
locks
instead
of long ones. The algorithm described
provide some ordering of the locking requests.
in the previous section can be extended in a straightforward way to include short read locks. A detailed
3 Database Replication Protocols
description
can be found in 11].
In what follows we present three replication protocols designed to avoid two of the drawbacks of syn3.3 Snapshot Isolation (SI)
chronous replication. First, they avoid any type of
Snapshot isolation, as provided in Oracle 13], uses
deadlock as described before. Second, the protocols
the notion of object versions to provide individual
provide di erent levels of isolation to be able to capsnapshots. Older versions of an object X can be reture the varying requirements of di erent applications.
constructed by applying undo successively to X until
3.1 Serializability (SER)
the requested version is generated. Each object verFigure 1 describes a replicated version of the strict
sion is labeled with the transaction T that created the
2PL protocol based on one of the protocols proposed
version. A transaction T reads the version of an object
in 1]. Upon delivery of a write set message W S (toX labeled with the latest transaction which updated
tally ordered by the underlying communication mechX and committed before T started. When T wants
anism), the transaction manager acquires all the necto write an object updated after T started, T will be
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The lock manager of each node N coordinates the operation requests of the transactions as follows:
1. A local transaction T makes a read request r (X ): reconstruct the version of X labeled with T where T is the
transaction with the highest TS (EOT ) so that TS (EOT )  TS (BOT ).
2. Upon delivery of WS : perform in an atomic step for each object X where 9w (X ) 2 WS a version check:
i. If there is no other write lock on X and X is labeled with T : if TS (EOT ) > TS (BOT ), then abort T .
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Otherwise grant the lock.
ii. If there is a write lock on X or a write lock is waiting, and Tj will be the last transaction to modify X before Ti :
if TSj (EOT ) > TSi (BOT ), then abort Ti . Otherwise wait for the lock.
3. Upon having executed all operations of Ti : commit the transaction and release all locks.

Figure 2: Replication protocol guaranteeing snapshot isolation
bility. For snapshot isolation the approach is similar.
aborted ( rst writer wins strategy). Timestamps are
used to identify the begin (BOT) and end (EOT) of
4.1 Node Failures and Recovery in
a transaction. To synchronize timestamps in a disDatabases
tributed environment we use the sequence numbers
We assume that in the case of node or communicaof W S messages as a global virtual time. The BOT
tion failures only a primary group is able to continue.
timestamp T S (BOT ) of transaction T is set to the
Once a node recovers, it is allowed to join the group
highest sequence number of a message W S so that
only after its state is identical to that of the available
transaction T and all transactions whose W S have
nodes (achieved by, for instance, installing a copy of
lower sequence numbers than W S have committed.
the database taken from one of the working nodes 4]).
When a message W S is delivered T S (EOT ) is set to
If a node fails there are two cases to consider. First,
W S 's sequence number (and therefore is unique).
that in which a node commits a transaction and then
Figure 2 describes the algorithm providing snapfails while the other nodes decide to abort. In this
shot isolation. Each node can decide locally whether
case, upon recovery, reconciliation or compensation
a transaction will commit or abort. No extra comtechniques can be used to undo the changes of the
mit/abort message is necessary. Furthermore, read
committed transaction as it is done in, for instance,
operations do not need to wait for write operations to
Oracle Symmetric Replication 14]. Due to the comnish and vice versa. Note that while serializability
plexities involved, this corresponds to the lowest level
aborts readers when a conicting write arrives, snapof fault-tolerance. In the second case, the failed node
shot isolation aborts one of two concurrent writers.
has not yet committed a transaction while the rest
We can therefore surmise that, regarding the abort
of the system commits it. This, in general, is not a
rate, the advantages of one or the other algorithm will
problem since upon recovery the failed node can independ on the ratio between read and write operacorporate the committed transaction. Hence, prototions.
cols allowing this case will still be considered as being
fault-tolerant.
4 Atomic Delivery and Consistency
In our replicated scenario, when node N fails and
To guarantee consistency in a replicated environis
excluded
from the group, each surviving node N
ment, once a transaction is committed at one node, it
has
to
decide
on the in-doubt transactions of N . A
must be committed at all nodes. In a failure free entransaction
T invoked at node N is in-doubt for N if
vironment, this consistency is guaranteed by the total
N has delivered W S but neither a nor c have been
order. However, if failures may occur, practical soludelivered.
tions to this problem range from 2-Phase-Commit to
4.2 Non-Blocking Coordination
reconciliation techniques 4, 7, 14], always under the
The non-blocking versions of the protocols are
assumption that, in systems with a large transaction
based
on the following atomic delivery properties:
volume, it is considered acceptable to introduce inconThe delivery of both the write set W S and the
sistencies in a few transactions in exchange for being
commit message c is atomic.
able to process the bulk of them as fast as possible.
We follow the same line and relax the atomicity of
If both message types are sent atomically, each node
the broadcast primitives in order to minimize message
can decide independently to abort in-doubt transacand logging overhead leading to three versions of the
tions of a failed node N . Due to the atomicity propprevious protocols: non-blocking, blocking, and recerties, the group change that excludes N is not anonciliation based. Due to space limitations we only
nounced to the application of N before all messages
present the solutions for serializability and cursor staN might have delivered are also delivered at N . Since
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was not delivered before the group change, no other
node (including N ) has delivered or will deliver c .
Furthermore, the atomic delivery of W S excludes the
scenario where all nodes of the remaining group have
received c but none of them has received W S . Note
that abort messages, on the other hand, need not to be
sent atomically. This approach guarantees that if surviving nodes decide to abort a transaction, no failed
node has committed it.
As long as the underlying group communication
system is non-blocking, the database will also not
block when a failure occurs.
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4.3 Blocking Coordination

Some of the overhead of the previous approach
can be avoided by risking not being able to reach
a decision about the transactions of a failed node.
The atomic delivery requirement for this case is:
The delivery of a write set W S is atomic.
The atomic delivery of W S is necessary to exclude
the case where a node delivers W S and c , commits
T , and fails, while the remaining nodes have not even
received W S and will therefore ignore T .
Since the delivery of both c and a is non-atomic,
now a node cannot decide independently on an indoubt transaction T . It might be that other nodes
(including the failed one) have either delivered c or
a and terminated T , or are also in-doubt. Therefore,
a coordination protocol among the members of the
new group is needed. If a transaction T is in-doubt
at all nodes, T must be blocked until the recovery
of N , because N might have aborted or committed
T and reported the result to the user. However, if a
transaction T is in-doubt at node N but not at N ,
N should inform N .
After a group change a coordinator node, C , sends
a decision request message req with all its in-doubt
transactions to the new group. Upon delivery of req,
a participant P sends the following response message
res back to C :
For each T cited in req: if P has already received
c =a , it includes it in res. (So that C can terminate its in-doubt transaction T .)
If P has an in-doubt transaction T not cited in
req , T is included in res. (So that C , that must
have received c =a , informs P .)
After the delivery of all res, C knows about the state
of all group members. A transaction, T , cited in req
but whose c =a was not included in any res, is indoubt at all nodes and must be blocked. For all other
transactions, C can now make a decision. It atomically broadcasts this information to the new group.
After the delivery of this broadcast each node can coni
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tinue normal processing. In the case of a failure of C
before the delivery of the last broadcast the coordination can be simply restarted by a new coordinator.
Note, that only transactions conicting with the
blocked transactions cannot be executed. This same
protocol can be used in a slightly di erent manner.
The coordinator decides to abort the in-doubt transactions and later let the failed node use compensation
to undo the changes in case it had committed them.
However, if these inconsistencies are allowed the following approach could be used, with less overhead.

4.4 Reconciliation based Protocols

Reconciliation based coordination does not broadcast any message atomically. The result is, as described before, that the failed node N may have committed T but the rest of the nodes have not even
received W S and will ignore T , or will decide to
abort T . Upon recovery, N needs to reconciliate its
database with that of the working nodes and compensate the changes introduced by T . Following standard
practice in database systems, we consider the probability of such an event to be small enough to make this
protocol a viable alternative when performance needs
to be improved.
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5 Experiments and Results

The performance of the replication protocols described above has been studied using a simulation
study similar to 2]. A detailed description of the
model and the parameters can be found in 11]. Our
system carefully models the use of hardware resources
like CPU, disk and the network. Communication costs
are determined as a function of the communication semantics. Every broadcast has a basic communication
delay. If a message is sent either in total order or atomically, this time is multiplied by 2. If it is sent both in
total order and atomically this time is multiplied by
2.5. This approach models a rough estimation of the
overhead of the di erent broadcast semantics. Transaction execution and concurrency control is modeled
according to the algorithms described in the previous sections. We use an open queuing model. At each
node every certain time unit (inter arrival time) a new
transaction is started.
Due to space limitations we will only discuss some
of the results of the many experiments we have conducted. The presented experiments base on a 10node-system and a database with 10000 objects. All
tests were repeated until a 90% con dence interval was
reached. The main performance metric is the response
time of a transaction, i.e., the time from BOT to EOT.
It consists of the execution time (CPU + I/O) and the
message delay. The following abbreviations are used:

Response Time at Interarrival 30 ms - Short Transactions

Response Time at Interarrival 90 ms - Long Transactions
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Figure 3: Response time of (a) short transactions and (b) long transactions for di erent communication delays
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Figure 4: (a) Abort rate and (b) response time of long transactions for di erent read/update rates
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Figure 5: Response time of (a) read-only transactions and (b) update transactions for di erent rates of read-only
transactions

SER for serializability, CS for cursor stability, and SI
for snapshot isolation. Only the results for the reconciliation based (RB) and non-blocking versions of the
algorithms are compared.

5.1 Communication Delay

Existing studies on group communication systems
present considerable di erent results 5, 12], thus our
rst test suite investigates the impact of the communication delay. We have performed tests with two different transaction types (short transactions with 10
operations and long transactions with 30 operations,
both having 40% of writes) to analyze di erent data
contention workloads. The parameter for the basic
communication delay varies from 2 to 100 ms.
Figure 3 shows the response time for short and
long transactions, respectively. The arrival times are
chosen so that the resource contention is similar and
rather high for both workloads. Short transactions
show little data contention, and therefore, the message delay has a great impact on the response time.
With a low communication delay the response time is
purely due to the execution time which is roughly similar for all protocols. However, with increasing message delay, the response times increase depending on
the number and complexity of the message exchanges.
The non-blocking protocols show worse performance.
In the case of long transactions, the response time is
much more inuenced by the data contention. Since
the resource utilization is high, the abort and restart
of a transaction degrades performance more than long
message delays. Both CS protocols clearly show the
best results for all message delays because of their
low conict rate. SER, on the other hand, has such
a high data contention that it starts thrashing very
quickly. This degradation is due to readers aborted
upon arrival of a write transaction which is later also
aborted. Aborting the readers was unnecessary, but,
as the message delay increases, the likelihood of such
cases increases. SI does not have this problem because
the decision to abort or commit is done independently
at each node and the write set of a transaction T is
only executed when T is able to commit.
As a summary, the choice of the best protocol depends on the workload and the system con guration.
Low conict rates or fast communication permits to
use serializability and atomic message delivery to provide full correctness and consistency. However, slow
communication forces to choose protocols with low
message overhead like snapshot isolation or reconciliation based protocols. If, on the other hand, data contention is high, lower levels of isolation are the only
alternative to achieve acceptable response times.

5.2 Resource and Data Contention

The distribution of read and write operations is relevant in two ways. First, depending on the replica
control method, conict resolution is either done by
aborting readers or writers. Second, the distribution
inuences the resource contention, since read operations are only performed at one node and write operations at all nodes. Thus, in this experiment, we
consider transactions with 30 operations and the percentage of write operations varied from 10% to 100%.
The basic communication delay is set to be very low
(5 ms) because we want to investigate pure resource
and data contention. Since the level of atomicity does
not have an impact at so low communication costs we
only show the results for the non-blocking protocols.
Figure 4 shows the abort rate and the response
time as a function of the read rate. CS always has
the smallest abort rate. For SER and CS the abort
rates are zero with only write operations, since writes
are never aborted. The abort rates increase slightly
because reads might be aborted by writes but then
decreases because there are less writes in the system.
SI has a high abort rate when the update rate is high
because it solves write/write conicts by aborting one
transaction, but then the abort rate decreases fast because SI does not abort reads. This shows that SI
is especially indicated for high read rates. The abort
rate, however, has only a small impact on the response
time, which is mainly determined by the resource utilization, and hence, similar for all protocols. At low
read rates the system is near its thrashing point because updates are performed at all nodes. However,
with increasing read rates, the resource utilization and
with it the response time decreases substantially because reads are only done locally.
In the con guration studied, resource contention is
a more relevant factor than data contention if the update rates are high. This problem is inherent to replication schemes where all updates are performed at all
copies. However, update rates in practical applications do not seem to be extremely high: even in pure
OLTP workloads like the TPC-C benchmark, transactions normally have at least 50% read operations.

5.3 Read-Only Transactions

The main gain of replication lies in the ability to
perform read operations locally. Replication pays o
when a great part of the transactions are queries which
can be executed without any communication costs. As
a last experiment we look at a mixed workload consisting of update and read-only transactions, both having
30 operations. The percentage of both types are varied
between 10% to 90%. Again, we chose a fast commu-

nication and only look at the non-blocking protocols.
This time, we also analyze the hybrid protocol.
Figure 5 presents the response times for the readonly transactions and update transactions as a function of the percentage of read-only transactions. The
response times of both transaction types decrease
when the percentage of read-only transactions increases because of less resource and data contention.
Although the performance is mainly determined by
the resource utilization, di erences in the protocols
can be observed. They are due to di erent abort
rates. Only SER aborts read-only transactions leading
to high response times. If many updaters are in the
system CS behaves better than the others for update
transactions. However, the abort rates { and with
them the performance di erences { decrease very fast
with an increasing number of read-only transactions.
As a conclusion, read-only transactions need a special treatment to avoid unnecessary aborts. The hybrid protocol seems to be a good alternative to provide
good performance for read-only transactions and serializability for updating transactions. However, transactions must be declared read-only in advance to allow
their special treatment. Although cursor stability has
the best performance results it may be problematic in
certain applications due to its low isolation level.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have analyzed several approaches
to maintain a replicated and distributed database by
using group communication. Starting with a faulttolerant, 2PL protocol presented in 1], we suggested
several optimizations to handle data contention and
to achieve high performance even in the case of slow
communication systems. To do so, we weakened the
correctness and consistency criteria as it is typically
done in existing database systems. We quantitatively
investigated the performance implications of the different methods under various workload con gurations,
using a detailed simulation model.
Our experiments demonstrate several points: The
eciency of communication plays a major role in replicated transaction processing. However, severe performance problems can be avoided by using protocols
that reduce the message overhead but weaken faulttolerance. We suggest protocols that guarantee consistency, however allow the user to see incorrect data
in the rare cases of node failures. With our protocols,
the number of messages per transaction is constant.
However, long message delays increase the probability of data contention because the response times of
the transactions are longer, leading to more concurrent transactions in the system. This problem can

be solved by using concurrency control protocols with
lower isolation levels. These lower isolation levels also
help to reduce the conict rate among transactions.
We believe synchronous update everywhere replication is feasible for a wide spectrum of applications
and con gurations. With fast communication, a low
system load, low conict rates or a high percentage of
read-only transactions, standard 2PL can be used. If
the system con guration is not ideal, as it will happen in most cases, the optimizations described in the
paper help to maintain reasonable performance while
still guaranteeing consistency and replication transparency to a high degree.
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